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Length 21 inches | Beam 7.25 inches | Weight 16-18 oz.
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Product Support

WARRANTY
Stevens AeroModel guarantees this kit to be free from defects in both material and workmanship at the
date of purchase. This warranty does not cover any component parts damaged by use or modification.
In no case shall Stevens AeroModel’s liability exceed the original cost of the purchased kit. Further,
Stevens AeroModel reserves the right to change or modify this warranty without notice.
LIABILITY RELEASE
In that Stevens AeroMOdel has no control over the final assembly or material used for final assembly,
no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damage resulting from the use by the user of the final
user-assembled product. By the act of using the user-assembled product, the user accepts all resulting
liability.
If the buyer is not prepared to accept the liability associated with the use of this product, the buyer is
advised to return this kit immediately in new and unused condition to the place of purchase.
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN 12 YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER
WARNING: This product may contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and
or birth defects or other reproductive harm.
PRODUCT SUPPORT
This product has been engineered to function properly and perform as advertised with the suggested
power system and supporting electronics as outlined within this product manual. Product support
cannot be provided nor can Stevens AeroModel assist in determining the suitability or use of
electronics, hardware, or power systems not explicitly recommended by Stevens AeroModel.
For product assembly support, replacement parts, hardware, and electronics to complete this model
please contact Stevens AeroModel on-line at www.stevensaero.com.
Stevens AeroModel
26405 Judge Orr Rd. - Calhan, CO 80808 - USA
719-387-4187 - www.stevensaero.com
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Project Checklist
Kit Contents
☐ Laser Cut Wood (8 Sheets - See inventory on following pages)
☐ Illustrated Instruction Manual
Note: No plan set is required for completion of this model
☐ Large Hardware Bag
1 - 1/4 in. Square x 7-1/4 in. basswood leading edge stock
1 - 1/8 in. dia. x 8 in. length of antenna tubing
1 - 0.045 in. dia. x 6 in. length music wire
1 - 3/32 in. dia. x 4 in. length music wire
☐ Small Hardware Bag
1 - 1/8 in. dia. x 1-5/16 in. length aluminum tube
1 - 1 in. length of silicone fuel tubing
1 - DuBro Micro EZ Connector [DUB845]
1 - 4-40 x 3/8 in. Machine Screw
1 - 4-40 Hex Nut
2 - Rubber rudder retaining bushings [GW/AD001]
3 - #4 Washers
3 - #2 x 7/16 in. Socket Head Sheet Metal Screws
12 - #2 x 1/2 in. Socket Head Sheet Metal Screws [DUB893]
Required Electronics (Available at StevensAero.com)
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

3 Channel radio and micro receiver. We suggest the Spektrum DX5 and AR500 receiver.
Hitec HS-82MG servo (HS-55 acceptable with addition of servo saver)
SA Sport BL400 2200KV (A2212-6) Brushless Outrunner Motor [SUPA2212-6]
SA Sport 30A brushless ESC [SUP30AESC]
1 ft. of 16 AWG silicone wire red and black pair [SA-BULKWIRE/16AWG/BR]
1 pkg. 3.5mm gold bullet connectors [EFLA241]
GWS 7x3.5x3 blade propeller* [GW/EP-7035*3]
7.4V 1350-2100mAh LiPo capable of 30A continuous

*Do not run the GWS propeller on 11.1V systems.
Required Building Supplies and Tools
1 oz. Medium CA Glue
1 oz. Thick CA Glue
1/2 oz. Thin CA Glue
CA glue accelerator (kicker)
Balsa filler
1 oz. 30 min epoxy or 2 hour finish resin
Hobby Knife with ample supply of #11 blades
Sanding block with 250, 400, and 600 grit
paper
☐ Heat Gun - (suggested when using 30 min
epoxy over 2 hour epoxy clear coat product)
☐ 5/64 Hex Wrench
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐ 3.0 mm Flat head screw driver
☐ Small Needle Nose Pliers
☐ 1 in. x 12 in. length sticky back velcro
Optional Building Supplies
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

5 min epoxy and/or Polyurethane Glue
Epoxy mixing cups, sticks, and brush
Thread locking compound
CA glue de-bonder
Long sanding bar
Rubbing alcohol and paper towels for epoxy
cleanup
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Recommended Finishing Products
It is suggested to sand and seal this model using DEFT fast drying lacquer based finish. This products
dries exceptionally fast producing times of 5-15 minuets between applications and 30 minute handling.
☐
☐
☐
☐

At least one 12.25 oz. DEFT brand clear lacquer spray wood finish (satin or semi-gloss)*
One quart or less of DEFT brand clear brushing lacquer wood finish (to use as a sanding sealer)
Talc or baby powder to mix with DEFT to create a sanding sealer.
Compatible lacquer based color spray we recommend Design Master Color Tool
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Laser Cut Parts Inventory
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Laser Cut Parts Inventory
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General Assembly Instructions
Thank you, for purchasing this Stevens AeroModel WaterBoard™. A design that is certain to entertain
both airplane and boat building enthusiasts alike.
This PondFlyer™ has been developed and
manufactured using state of the art CAD/CAM systems and features a unique interlocking construction
process that, when compared to traditional methods found in other boat kits, save countless hours of
measuring, cutting, sanding, and fitting. We are certain that you’ll find our kit to offer a truly exceptional
build experience. As this kit is recommended for the novice boat builder and “pilot” We invite absolute
beginners to correspond with us, or to seek the help of another seasoned builder. At any time should one
run across a term or technique thats foreign please don’t hesitate to contact our staff with your questions.
Please read and re-read these instructions along with any other included documentation prior to starting
your build and or contacting our staff for support.

Pre-sanding
Do not skip this step. Prior to removing any parts from the laser cut sheet wood use a sanding block
loaded with 250-400 grit paper and lightly sand the back side of each sheet of wood. This step removes
any residue produced as a result of the laser cutting process and, as we have found that most stock wood
sizes run several thousandths of an inch over sized, slightly reduces the thickness of each sheet.
Leave your pre-sanded parts in the sheet until required in the assembly process.

Protecting your worktable
Use the poly tube that this kit was shipped in as a non-stick barrier between your worktable and the
product assembly. Promptly clean up any epoxy spills with rubbing alcohol and a disposable towel.

Bonding the assembly
As this product tabs, notches, and otherwise interlocks like a 3D puzzle we suggest that when fitting parts
you dry fit (use no glue) the parts together first. It’s advised to work 1-2 steps ahead in the instructions
using this dry-fit technique which allows ample opportunity to inspect the fit and location of assembled
components and realizes a benefit as each successive part contributes to pulling the entire assembly
square. Once you arrive at the end of a major assembly step(s) square your work on top of a flat building
table and revisit the dry fit joints with glue. Using the dry-fit process you’ll be able to recover from a minor
build mistake and will ultimately end up with a more square and true assembly.
Unless otherwise noted in the instructions, always use medium CA glue for bonding parts.

Never force the fit!
Remember this is a precision cut kit our machines cut to within 1 thousandth of an inch in accuracy. Yet
the wood stock supplied by the mill may vary in thickness by up to 20 thousandths. This variance in the
wood stock can cause some tabs/notches to fit very tight. Hey, dad always said it was easier to take
away material than add it back. With this in mind, should you find a joint or two to fit rather snug consider
lightly sanding a tight fitting tab rather than crushing and forcing your parts together. You’ll break fewer
parts in assembly and will end up with a more square and true assembly.
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Begin Hull Construction
☐ Starting at the bow of the boat key balsa
formers F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, and F7 to
balsa ribs R1. (R1 is etched designating the
proper install locations of formers F1-F7.)

☐ Install the 1/8” plywood battery tray BT1
spanning formers F3, F4, and F5. First, key
BT1 to notch in F3 then gently bow F5 aft as
you work BT1 into position within the frame.

☐ Install the sub rib R2a and sub former R2b
just forward of F1 as illustrated below.

☐ Now key F8 to hull assembly spanning
formers F3, F4, F5, and F6 and ribs R1. F8
MUST fit FLUSH with the top surface of hull
formers. Tack glue F8 to retain.

☐ Key formers R2 to the hull assembly aligning
each notch in F2 to the outside tabs of the
formers.

☐ Install 1/4 in. Square x 7-1/4 in. basswood
leading edge stock.
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Hull Construction Continued
Prior to installing the plywood bottom seal the
underside of the access hatches with DEFT clear
wood finish. As this sealant will interfere with
achieving a proper glue bond to the plywood hull
bottom you must protect the bottom surfaces of
the ribs and formers from overspray.

☐ Install plywood V1 vertical fin post doublers to
top and bottom of F7 transom as illustrated.

☐ WITH THE HULL ASSEMBLY INVERTED
mask rib and formers as illustrated.

☐ Seal area illustrated below with a minimum of
se 3 coats. Remove mask and allow to dry.

☐ With the hull assembly inverted, register the
1/32 in. plywood bottom F9 with the F7
transom and R2 sides. Work from transom to
bow retaining with masking tape as illustrated.
Note that F9 should be placed flush at
transom and should overlap basswood
leading edge by 1/8 in.
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Hull Construction Continued
☐ Support hull assembly against a flat work
surface rocking up onto the bow to flatten ply
bottom against the leading edge stock then
bond with CA glue.

☐ Working back from the bow of the boat bond
all intersections of formers, ribs, and hull
bottom aft of former F1.

☐ Flip hull over and bond ply bottom to leading
edge at opposite side.

☐ Install 1/8 in. x 1-5/16 in. aluminum vertical fin
post tube. Note that tube will protrude 3/32
in. above the plywood V1 doubler.

☐ Support bow of boat against your flat work
surface and, working one “bay” at time, bond
all intersections of ribs, formers, and hull
bottom forward of F1 as illustrated.

☐ Using Thick CA glue, 5 minute epoxy, or
polyurethane glue. Build up a fillet of glue
around perimeter of hull along inside joints of
hull bottom F9, ribs R2, and F7 transom.
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Hull Construction Continued
☐ Test fit D1a and D1b top deck parts to hull
assembly. Adjust tabs to allow deck parts to
be rapidly fit into position.

☐ You’ll need to work quickly on this step. Thick
CA glue or 5 min. epoxy will ensure proper
working time. Start with one half of the top
deck either D1a or D1b. Lay in a 1/8 in. bead
of glue along the lines etched to parts.

Key the glue covered balsa top deck to tabs
along side of boat and set into position.
Pinch around top decking and sub deck to
make certain you have achieved a proper
bond. Go over all joints and edges and make
certain the deck is properly seated. Note that
no glue has been used along outside edges
of decking (this will be addressed later)

Repeat the process to install opposite deck
half. Note that this process works equally as
well if the deck halves have been pre-glued
together to form one top deck sheet.
However, this builder found it more
manageable to install the decking in two
parts.

☐ Using thin CA glue, wick glue in along all
seams between top deck and bottom hull
assembly.
These joints must be tight and
properly sealed.
Switch to a gap filling
medium CA glue if required.
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Hull Construction Continued
☐ Seal bottom of electronics access hatches
with 30 minute or a 2 hour finish resin. Mix 1
oz. of epoxy resin and distribute 1/3 of pot to
rear hatch and 2/3 of pot within the forward
access hatch. Rock boat fore and aft and side
to side to “wash” epoxy around the bottom of
the access hatch.
When epoxy has
completely covered the bottom of hatch set
hull aside on a flat surface and allow epoxy to
cure. Note: When using 30 minute epoxy: a
heat gun should be used to warm epoxy
causing it to reduce viscosity and flow easier.

☐ Fill gap between deck and basswood leading
edge with a high quality balsa filler. Use filler
to fill any other gaps at tab and notch
locations. Set hull aside to allow filler to cure.

☐ Finish sand the hull of boat with 400 grit
paper. Next radius top deck to hull sides at
5/32 in. Use ply gauge to check radius.
Tip: Great radiuses are made by lightly cutting
in a 45 degree chamfer with a sanding block.
Then rounding out the chamfer with a sanding
bar. Take a little material off at a time.
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Hull Construction Continued
Check your work frequently with provided
radius gauge.

☐ This step is critical to produce a good
handling WaterBoard™. Use the previously
described techniques to create a 3/32 in.
radius along length of chines (where sides of
hull meet plywood bottom from bow to stern)

☐ SEE V2 UPDATE AT END OF MANUAL
Prior to assembly of electronics / battery
access hatch top locate H1 and sand the
edges round to prevent the hatch top from
later wearing the rubber gasket material.

Assemble electronics / battery top hatch from
ply parts H1 and H2 as illustrated.

Note: This radius is critical to the turning
performance of the boat. The 3/32 in. radius
produces a boat that maximizes both turing
and high speed performance. Generally the
greater the radius the easier the boat will turn
at the expense of allowing more air under
boat and potentially making it easier to flip at
higher speeds. A smaller radius will make the
boat more difficult to turn and less tolerant of
chop but is slightly faster in the corners on
glassy water. See the tuning section for a
more detailed discussion on how this radius
affects handling.
☐ Prior to assembling motor mount. Use a sharp
#11 blade cut “slug” for servo pocket to match
chosen servo. (applies to part M2 or M3)
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Hull Construction Continued
☐ Assemble motor mount from ply parts M1,
M2, M3, and M5

☐ In order to get M4 to wrap over radius at top
of motor mount wet M4 with glass cleaner on
both front and back sides.
Allow glass
cleaner to soften this part (usually 5-10 min).

☐ Bond balsa parts M4a and M4b together.
☐ Gently wrap then bond softened part over
radius. Stress cracks that may develop in the
wood are easily filled with a quality balsa filler.

☐ Bond completed M4 assembly flat to motor
mount as illustrated.
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Sealing and Finishing with DEFT

Final Assembly

☐ Seal the grain! The plywood bottom requires
little sealing of the grain, in-fact, just a few
coats of DEFT lacquer spray will smooth it out
nicely. The top and sides of hull, however,
will benefit greatly from a couple of thin coats
of sanding sealer. I suggest you make your
own sealer from a mixture of equal amounts
(by volume) of DEFT brushing lacquer and
talc (baby powder) creating a pancake batter
like mix. Apply an even coat of sanding
sealer exterior surface of hull allowing to dry
(about 30 min) before sanding smooth with
400 grit paper. Apply sealer in same fashion
to vertical fin (rudder), battery hatch, and
motor mount. Repeat process at least once.

☐ Apply self-stick gasket material to top of hull
matching pre-drilled holes in gasket to those
in the hull. ATTENTION the three holes on
the large rectangular gasket face towards the
stern while the end with no holes faces bow.

☐ Install the antenna tube to hull. Tube should
extend at least 1/8 in. under top deck. Retain
with Medium CA glue.

☐ Coat hull, hatch cover, motor mount, and
vertical fin with at least two coats of DEFT
clear lacquer spray, allow to dry, then add
your color scheme from a compatible lacquer
based paint. Follow up color spray with at
least 3 coats of DEFT. Notes: Sand lightly
with 600 grit paper between applications of
lacquer. When applying each coat of lacquer
do not forget to seal the interior of the access
hatches. Additionally, don’t forget to seal the
inside of the motor mount.

☐ Install rubber bushing with base 1-5/16 in.
from end of 4 in. length of 3/32 wire.
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Final Assembly Continued
☐ Install rudder post with bushing seated
against deck top. Retain with CA glue.

☐ Make up a 6 in. extension for the motor from
16AWG wire and 3.5mm bullets connectors.

☐ Mount rudder servo using hardware supplied
by servo manufacture. Temporarily connect
servo to radio and center electronically.

☐ Mount brushless motor to motor mount using
four provided No. 2 x 1/2 in. screws. Cut two
3/16 in. lengths of the provided silicone tubing
and use to shim the right side of the motor
(when viewed from stern of boat).

☐ Glue plywood rudder mount and control arm
to rudder as illustrated below with control arm
on same side as servo.

☐ Thread motor supply leads and servo wire
through hole between front and rear hatch.
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Final Assembly Continued
☐ Secure motor mount to hull using 8 of the
provided #2 x 1/2” screws.
Without
compressing gasket, use screws to snug
mount to gasket surface then apply only 1/2
turn to each screw to mildly compress gasket.

☐ Using small needle nose pliers bend a “Z” in
one end of the 0.045 in. x 6 in. music wire.

☐ Trim servo control arm to proper length and
Install provided Mini EZ Connector (DUB845).

☐ Install Z bend end of 0.045 in. wire through
center hole of rudder control arm then bend
and pass through Mini EZ Connector in servo
as illustrated below.
Center rudder then
secure grub screw in Mini EZ Connector.

☐ Rudder is retained to rudder post with second
rubber bushing as illustrated.

☐ Install hook and loop tape to (not provided) to
battery tray and along inside edge of
electronics hatch for receiver.
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Final Assembly Continued
☐ Connect electronic speed control (ESC) to
motor leads and tuck back within the hatch.

☐ Make connections to receiver for rudder servo
(to aileron channel) and throttle.
Route
antenna through antenna mast tube and
secure receiver within hatch using velcro.

☐ Test fit battery within electronics hatch and
adjust / neaten up routing of wires.

☐ Mount propeller to motor using supplied collet
adapter. Propeller size designation should
face FORWARD. Tip! Consider upgrading to
the set screw adapter (EFLM1930)

☐ Center hatch cover to hatch gasket then slide
the “hooks” of the cover forward until cover
seats properly compressing the forward part
of the hatch gasket.

☐ Retain hatch with the provided #2 x 7/16 in.
screws.
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Going WaterBoarding!
In preparation for your WaterBoard™ outing bring
the following items with you to ensure success:
☐ Paper towels for cleanup.
☐ Medium CA glue and Kicker. In the event of a
crash or capsize at high speeds the rudder
will break away from it’s mounting tabs
(usually a clean break at the glue joint) You’ll
need glue to tack it back on.
☐ 5/64 in. hex wrench for accessing electronics
hatches.
☐ 3.0 mm flat head screw driver for adjustments
to push rod.
☐ Charged transmitter
☐ Charged power system batteries
☐ Battery Charger
☐ Volt Meter or Watt Meter
☐ Retrieval Items: You should always be
prepared for the worst occurring at the pond
so have a retrieval method in mind should the
unthinkable occur. A long pole, 100’ of poly
rope, a fishing rod, hip boots, inflatable boat,
a team of NAVY seals, and a second
WaterBoard™ (to be used as a retriever boat)
are all excellent items to stash in your vehicle
when you go RC boating. ...What’s that you
say? Oh yes, I’m certain that you’ll be careful
NEVER run it dead, stuff it deep in the cattails, nor flip it at the far side of the pond...
right.... well in that case don’t bring any of the
aforementioned junk. [insert sarcastic grin
here]
☐ Tuning Items: On your first few outings you
may wish to tune your WaterBoard for peak
turning performance.
If so bring along a
sanding block or bar loaded with 400 grit
paper, can of DEFT spray lacquer, and paper
towels.

“Pre-Flight”
☐ Inspect balance (CG) of boat using a length
of dowel or 1/4 in. square wood stock placed
under boat perpendicular to the sides. Boat
should balance between 6.5 and 8.5 inches
as measured from transom.
If required,
adjust balance by shifting electronics within
radio hatch or adding adhesive backed lead
weights to either end of boat.
☐ Inspect propeller to make certain that it has
been installed properly (the letters
designating brand and size should face
forward).
☐ Tighten prop adapter. Spray getting kicked
up into the prop will, over time, wear and
loosen the prop adapter (especially collet

☐
☐

☐

☐

☐
☐

☐

style adapters) Consider filing a flat in the
motor shaft and replacing the collet style
adapter with one of the “set screw” variety as
these have proven more secure.
Pick a calm day for your first outing.
Airboats are not designed for heavy chop
conditions and the WaterBoard™ is no
exception. These boats should be run only in
the calmest of waters. Unlike flying small
model aircraft, where the wind sends you
packing, I’ve found that even when the wind is
kicking up chop on the water there is still a
calm spot to be found (usually towards the
windward side of the pond, over an algae
mat, or on the leeward side of an obstruction
bordering the water).
Turn on transmitter and connect battery to
speed control. Whenever the boat is live you
should keep hands and body parts clear of
prop arc.
Verify that the motor and prop are spinning
clockwise (as viewed from the stern of boat).
If motor runs in reverse of desired direction
swap any two of the three connector leads
connecting motor and ESC.
Verify that the rudder is moving correctly and
not reversed.
The rudder should always
swing in the direction you wish to turn.
Install the electronics access hatch lid. Do
not over-tighten screws. Run screws in until
hatch is pulled snug against gasket then twist
1/2 turn in resulting in slight compression of
the gasket.
Place the airboat in the water and begin to get
an idea for how it handles start slow (no more
than 1/2 throttle at first) then build speed as
you become comfortable with the controls.

Boat Operation
Airboats that lack a water rudder will only turn
with power on to the fan.
At low speeds the airboat hull will be displacing
water with the transom riding low. Turns will be
sluggish and the boat will resist. Slow speed
turns and tight maneuvering are best
accomplished using liberal amounts of rudder and
short bursts of partial throttle to the fan.
At 1/3-1/2 throttle the airboat should begin to
plane out and turns will begin with the airboat
“stuck” to the water resisting the turn then quickly
progress to a “skid”. Once you have the airboat
skidding reduce the rudder applied to drive the
boat through the turn finish by counter-steering to
stop the skid thus ending the turn. Practice this at
partial throttle before building more speed.
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Boat Operation Continued
High speed turning. Since less of the airboat hull
is in contact with the water surface you may find
that the boat is actually faster in the turns than on
the straights. You truly end up “flying” the airboat
through the turns. This is what sets an airboat
apart from any other form of boating. Turns at
wide open throttle (WOT) should be made with
the utmost care as you can detach the boat from
the water surface completely and go airborne, flip,
and land up-side-down! With the recommended
power system and two cell 7.4V battery your
WaterBoard™ will be on the ragged edge of flight
through high speed turns and may flip if a gust of
wind catches it. With an 11.1V battery you’ll have
to be incredibly vigilant when pushing the
performance through turns. Be prepared (you did
bring recovery items to the pond today right?) and
build speed only as you become comfortable with
the boats operation.
In the event of a capsize. IMMEDIATELY cut
throttle to the electric motor. Running the motor
only briefly while submerged may over-current the
electronics and cause a failure.
Retrieve boat. As water has filled the motor
mount hold boat inverted to allow water to drain
from motor mount then right boat, clear prop, and
run fan to clear out water and check function of
electronics. You may, at this time, wish to remove
the electronics hatch lid to inspect his area for
moisture.
Fresh water will have no effect on the motor and
the recommended servos have proven to be
remarkably water resistant. Thus a capsize event
that’s quickly resolved will not typically result in
loss or damage to electrical equipment. Also note
that salt water is highly corrosive to the fittings
and electronics in this boat. This boat has not
been designed to run in salt or brackish
waters.
Battery tips and estimating run times.
LiPo
batteries are easily damaged if over-discharged
and, unlike the familiar NiCd and NiMH cells,
require specialized care when charging and
discharging. If unfamiliar with the use of LiPo
batteries please contact your battery
manufacturer for instructions regarding proper
care.
A unique feature of LiPo chemistry is the small
voltage drop between the charged and
discharged state.
A 7.4 volt LiPo battery is
considered 100% discharged when the battery

reads 6.0V and 100% charged when the battery
reads 8.4V. Compare this to the typical 6 or 7 cell
NiCd or NiMH pack of equivalent pack voltage
which can typically be run to an almost zero
voltage condition and it becomes clear that LiPo
powered electronics are not going to go behave
as though the batteries are running dead. Thus it
becomes tough to discern when/if it’s time to
return to shore and “refuel”. Add to this the fact
that your electronic speed control (ESC) has been
designed to protect your pack from over
discharge by turning off the fan motor when the
battery pack voltage reaches ~6.2V and it
becomes clear that you may find yourself
stranded with a dead pack while in the water.
The way to prevent being stranded is to strive to
use only 3/4 of the rated pack capacity during a
normal session leaving you with ample reserves
to get back to shore. Without a watt meter or
some other onboard monitoring device this can
prove tricky. However, I’ve found the following
method to work quite well: Start with 5-8 min
sessions, return to shore and check your battery
voltage, if you find the battery voltage to be at or
slightly over the packs nominal voltage (7.4V for a
two cell pack) then it’s a good bet that you’ve only
consumed 1/2 of your available power and can
most likely extend your session by 1/2 of the time
spent on the water during your initial session. If
you find the pack voltage to be well under nominal
you should consider not extending your session
times between charge cycles.
Run times will be influenced by how heavy
handed you are with throttle, the prop pitch and
diameter run, wind conditions, battery capacity,
battery “C” discharge rates, and ambient
temperature.
In general we’ve found the
suggested power-system with 2100mah 7.4V
battery to provide a solid 15 min of leisurely run
time or a solid 8 minutes of “racing”.
End of session procedures. Upon returning to
shore remember to keep clear of the prop!
Back out the screws for the electronics access
hatch lid just far enough so that the lid may be
lifted and removed.
Disconnect your battery.
Turn off your radio. Wipe dry the outside of the
boat and remove any water that may have found
it’s way inside the hatch. Leave the hatch cover
off of boat when in storage so that gasket will
remain spongy.
Store boat in a cool dry
environment.
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Tuning / Troubleshooting

Boat will not skid in turns

At first glance the simplicity of the WaterBoard™
design may fool you into believing that little or no
tuning will be required. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
The following tuning and
troubleshooting tips will assist you in getting the
most performance from your WaterBoard™
These tips were written assuming that you have
built and equipped the boat per our instructions.

When at planing speeds (1/3-2/3 throttle) the boat
may stay “stuck” to the water on a chine or side
resisting turn input.
Often it will appear as
thought the water flow will not release from the
sides of the boat or chines to produce the
characteristic airboat skidding turn. Occasionally
turn performance may be so bad that the boat will
actually roll out or against the turn even to the
point of flipping over.

Boat dives and will not plane
This is a pretty rare condition when built and
balanced as described in this manual. Diving is
often the result of the boat being balanced too far
forward and or the chines having been left
completely sharp and square. Additionally thrust
line can cause the boat to dive.
Tuning Tip - Radius chines as described in
manual, move the balance point of the boat aft.
In order for the boat to come up on plane it needs
to ride up and over the bow wake. Sometimes
shimming the motor so that the thrust produced
by the prop is angled down slightly will lift the
back of the boat and assist with riding up on plane
faster.

Boat skipping
Defined as the entire boat or bow bouncing up
and down out of the water especially in the
straights. This is typically the result of a severe
imperfection on bottom of the hull and to a lesser
extent the CG or balance of the boat.
Tuning Tip - Try installing a trim tab from thin
aluminum sheet at the transom to better control
the boats attitude as it comes up on plane. Bend
the tab down to force the bow into the water, up to
allow the bow to rise up.

Begin by verifying that the rudder is moving equal
amounts right and left and adjust if necessary.
Tuning should be performed on calm days so as
to minimize the influence of wind on the craft. If
the turning problem occurs only for right hand
turns this disparity is the result of motor torque
acting on the boat lifting the right chine of the boat
and driving the left deeper into the water.
Tuning Tip - Shim the motor so that more of the
prop blast is directed towards the opposite side of
the boat from the problem turn. That is to say, if
the boat is having difficulties turning right, direct
more thrust to the left side of the boat which has
the effect of countering the motor and prop torque
thus driving the right chine back into the water
and lifting the left producing a better right turn
performance.
If turning performance is EQUALLY bad for both
left and right turns this is often the result of having
too little radius along the chines.
Tuning Tip - Per the instructions of the build you
were to have pre-radiused the chines using the
1/16 in. radius guide. Operations in rougher
waters may require adding a bit more radius to
the chines. Use a sanding block or bar loaded
with 400 grit paper to increase the radius applied
to the chines of the boat. Re-seal the chines with
DEFT after you have applied the radius.

Boat digs or dives when turning
Especially in chop or when sliding across wake
(yours or another boats) you may find a that
sweeper turn interrupted by a sudden splash and
the boat diving sideways into the water causing a
loss of speed.
This problems occurs when the outside chine of
the boat (relative to the turn direction) is not being
lifted high enough out of the water to ride over the
chop or wake.
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Tuning / Troubleshooting Cont.
Boat digs or dives continued.
Tuning Tip - You can resolve this by increasing
the radius applied to the boat chines. Increasing
the chine radius causes the chine on the inside of
the turn to “hang-on” to more water sucking it
down into the water and thus lifting the opposite
chine higher.
Note that increasing the radius on the chines too
much will lead to more airflow under the hull
making it easier to get airborne in a high-speed
turn and causes excessive hopping through turns.

Hopping in the turns
In a high speed sweeper the side of the hull on
the outside of the turn lifts then drops repeatedly.
Caused by having too much radius on the chines

Tuning Tip - Install a water rudder. On the flat
bottom airboat design of such light-weight the
only way to improve straight line track is to install
a water rudder.
The water rudder option kit
offered by StevensAero.com is linked to the air
rudder and spring loaded to allow the rudder to
ride over FOD in the water without damage.
Expect to trade some of your speed in turns for
more predictable track. As the WaterBoard™
rudder is easy to change tuning changes may be
made at the waters edge in seconds.

Reducing Spray
Properly tuned and running on top of smooth
glassy water your WaterBoard™ should kick up
very little spray into the prop.
When running in higher chop you’ll find that spray
kicked up by the chines can become a problem as
the repeated bombardment of the spinning prop
with water will loosen the motor shaft or collet
adapter.

Tuning Tip - Control hop by not over radiusing the
chine (which improves rough water handling at
the expense of producing more hop in large
sweeper turns)

Improving straight line performance
Airboats excel at drifting, sliding, and otherwise
gliding sideways across the glassy water surface.
But what about straight-line performance. You’ll
no doubt notice that this can be a challenge and it
will take practice to learn to stay slightly ahead of
the boat in the straights, anticipating corrective
inputs. Cross winds can present an especially
challenging situation where the boat will tend to
weathervane into the wind or list to a chine and
deviate from the straight and narrow.

Tuning Tip - Install spray rails if planning to
operate in high chop I’ve found it beneficial to add
a spray rail to both sides of the hull during the
build process, prior to finishing the model. The
spray rail is constructed of 3/16 in. x 1/4 in. bass
wood strip that is glued (along the 3/16 in. edge)
and sealed along the length of the boat flush with
the top deck surface. Any spray coming off the
chine will now be deflected away from the prop.
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Get up on plane faster!
For boats that are sluggish to get up on plane or
boats that are used in very choppy conditions
consider installing rails running lengthwise along
the bottom of the hull.

Tuning Tip - You’ll want to add two rails from bass
wood measuring 1/16 in. tall x 1/4 in. wide x ~21
in. long and running the length of the hull parallel
to the chines. Install rails with the 1/4 in. side flat
against bottom of hull and off-set from the chines
approximately 25% of the hull width. It is best to
install rails prior to sealing the hull but they can be
added after-the-fact by simply sanding the hull
with 400 grit paper where the rail will be bonded
then resealing the hull bottom with 2-3 coats of
DEFT after rail installation.
Note that rails will tend to increase your straight
line speeds as the boat is riding higher in the
water. The trade off for will be reduced highspeed turn performance. Additionally I find the
boat will be a bit more “grabby” in the turns.

Have a tuning tip to share?
Tuning possibilities are seemingly limitless and
we love hearing stories of how our customers
have modified their own WaterBoard™ We are
happy to share your tuning tips with other
interested customers. Please submit your tip via
e-mail; be certain to include a photo along with
your description of the modification we are eager
to hear from you!
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Waterboard V2 Hatch Update
This Waterboard kit has been updated to version
2 and now features our quick release hatch as
standard within the kit. The following instructions
detail the new hatch construction and installation
to your Waterboard.

☐ Insert one 4-40 x 3/8 in. Machine Screw
through one #4 Flat Washer and install
through latch as illustrated.

☐ Prior to assembly of electronics / battery
access hatch top locate H1, H2, and Three
Way Latch. Sand both sides of parts and the
edges of H1 round to prevent the hatch top
from later wearing the rubber gasket material.

☐ Place one #4 Flat Washer on top of hatch
cover, centered over pivot hole for latch
assembly. Now, install latch to top of hatch
cover.
☐ Assemble electronics / battery top hatch
cover from ply parts H1 and H2 as illustrated.

☐ Thoroughly seal the assembled hatch cover
and latch using the techniques described on
page 14 of this manual.

☐ Retain latch assembly to hatch cover by
installing a third #4 Flat Washer and 4-40 nut
over end of machine screw. Snug nut to
remove any play in assembly but allow latch
to spin with minimal resistance. Secure nut
with thread locking compound or thin CA glue.
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V2 Hatch Continued
☐ After finishing Waterboard and installing
gaskets, center hatch cover to hatch gasket
then slide the “hooks” of the cover forward
until cover seats properly compressing the
forward part of the hatch gasket.

Note: Installing #2 x 7/16 in. screws too
tight will impair the operation of the latch,
deform the hatch, and ultimately lead to
water leaks.
After all your hard work installing and
adjusting the hatch cover retaining screws It
is suggested to now back them out of the
assembly and treat holes with thin CA glue to
harden the path cut by the screw threads
through the hull. Once dry re-install hatch
retention screws in the same manner.

Latch Operation

☐ Locate three #2 x 7/16 in. hatch cover
retention screws. These screws will feature a
“welded” (not free) washer under the screw
head.

With the leading edge of the hatch properly
centered and seated forward to allow “hooks”
to engage under the forward lip of the access
hatch, support Waterboard hull over a flat
surface, apply light pressure to rear of hatch
gently compressing hatch gasket, now twist
latch to engage under hatch cover retention
screw heads.
Note, some minor fitting and or tweaking may
be required to achieve smooth and secure
operation of the latch. Once setup the latch
requires little maintenance.

☐ Retain hatch cover by installing the #2 x 7/16
in. screws through latch, hatch, and then into
the hull. Tighten screws until you just begin to
see the gasket compress under the tension.
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